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1. Introduction

Television, radio and the press invite people to publicly debate or
discuss. Commonly enough, the audience experiences the “Them
again!” impression, that is the impression to either ear the same
stories being discussed or see the same actors and commentators
on the medias. Conversely, politicians – among other public figures
– may complain of not getting proper, or worse, biased coverage or
presence in the media. Is this just an impression or is it a reality, at
least partly?

In order to develop an objective vision on how news is discussed
in the media, we investigate data specifying when often actors and
commentators are co-invited in TV or radio shows. Participants
– actors and commentators – being co-invited form an affiliation
network, with a group of participants being often co-invited over
time forming dynamic “communities”. Indeed, co-invitation links
between commentators last over short periods of time and get re-
newed each time a TV or radio show takes place.

Typical questions raised in this context aim at observing whether
the exact same group of commentators are invited altogether at the
same TV or radio shows over a longer period of time? If so, how
is this part of a editorial policy of a news channel, for instance?
Communities studied in the literature usually emerge from more
persistent “social” communities (personal social ties or family ties,
for instance). As a consequence, traditional community identifica-
tion approaches are not enough to capture the dynamic character of
the media communities we study here. Supplementary analytical
tools must be designed and assembled to properly investigate these
dynamic communities.

2. Looking at Media Bias from a Different Perspective

Media bias has mostly been addressed in terms of topic detection
and information retrieval in order to identify the use of biased vo-
cabulary [KWN12], often using textual sources (reports, social me-
dia content) compared with known opinions [STCL13]. Natural
language processing together with mining or learning approaches
are indeed quite relevant when trying to identify and even measure
bias emerging from topics addressed or terms used [FCG09]. Topic
models have proven useful when trying to measure bias through
the comparison of the mainstream news content with similar con-
tent in the social medias [YQK∗12]. CompareClouds is an exam-

ple visual analytics tools building on past work in text mining,
based on a mapping of word prevalence and context information
between two corpora supporting their comparison by content ex-
perts [DZS13] [DES∗15].

Together with domain experts, we adopt a different perspective
and rather look at the participants that take part in TV or radio
shows. Participants in the media build the public discourse, at least
in part, on numerous societal issues such as politics. A reasonable
hypothesis we make is that opinions expressed by a commentator,
on any given topic, remain stable over time. Indeed, a political or
military advisor, for instance, is expected to express the same view
whatever the show or host he is discussing with. Similarly, a same
set of participants being invited on different shows will collectively
discuss a topic in a similar way and develop a similar perspective
on the issue. As a consequence, we may see media bias as being in-
duced from the repeated choice of the same participants on panels.

In this context, a main task we need to support is to identify
groups of participants that more often get co-invited, as an indi-
cator of a potential bias. Our work thus relies on the ability to
detect communities (clusters) in dynamic graphs – seen as a se-
quence of graphs G0, G1, . . . associated with timestamps t = 0,1,
. . . Approaches that have been proposed to tackle this problem
fall in different categories [AFGW13]: (a) communities Ci

k in Gi
are computed for each timestamp and matched (between consec-
utive timestamps); (b) communities Ci+1

k′ are somehow “deduced”
from communities Ci

k; (c) communities are computed on the whole
dataset G0 ∪G1 ∪ ·· · and projected back on each timestamp; (d)
communities Ci+1

k′ are inferred from transformations occurring in
the transition Gi→ Gi+1.

3. Media Presence and Dynamic Communities

French Radio and television programs are archived, referenced
and stored by the French National Audiovisual Institute (INA:
www.ina.fr). A program usually denotes a segment of content
intended for broadcast (other than a commercial, trailer, etc.). It
may be a single production, or more commonly, a series of re-
lated productions (also called a television show). For each TV or
radio program, structured information about the program is stored
– channel, show (if applicable), broadcast hours, theme (politics,
arts, sports, etc.), type (late show, magazine, etc.) and most im-
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portantly the list of guests that participated to the show. Partici-
pants to a show can be hosts (running the show and conducting the
discussion), journalists, advisors, public figures (politicians, movie
actors, etc.), etc. We also include as part of the participants the per-
sons that are the focus of the discussion – this information is also
part of the material archived by INA. For instance, if François Hol-
lande or Donald Trump are being discussed (them personally or
their policy), we then consider them part of the list of participants.
Participants are also sometimes called commentators (more usually
in the context of a discussion on public, often political, issues).

The data we use in this study gathers information about (daily,
weekly, monthly or special events) programs broad casted on
French radio and TV between 2011 and 2016: 491000 programs
on 129 channels with 216647 guests and 14000 hosts.

4. A Visual Analytics Approach – data operations, tasks and
visual encodings

The media communities we consider differ from those usually stud-
ied in the literature as they lack persistence in time. Indeed, the
probability of the exact same guests being invited on a show the
next day is close to null; the chance they get together again the
next week or month is higher. We aim at assessing whether, over
the 5 year period we consider, they get together often enough that
they can indeed be considered a community (and thus induce media
bias).

Our major visual analytics challenge is thus to allow expert users
inspect the behavior of communities through time, question their
stability and homogeneity.

The non-persistent nature of our data led us to use a commu-
nity detection approach of type (c) on the overall dataset using
[BGLL08]. However, the size and complexity of the whole dataset
makes it necessary to filter out edges and work on the Simmelian
backbone structure of the graph [NLCB13]. The backbone then
allows to identify well defined communities. Edges are mapped
to their timestamp to allow time-based query and navigation; dis-
carded edges are brought back on demand (according to specific
user interaction).

Synchronized views and interaction are key elements in the dash-
board design (see teaser image and companion video). Timelines
are used to graph the evolution of two statistics on communities:
density of activity (how much do participants co-participate) and
dispersion (how they link outside their community). Tighter com-
munities are found by brushing the timeline, spotting time inter-
val [t, t′] with high activity density and low dispersion. Sankey di-
agrams provide information on transformations communities un-
dergo through time. Node-link animations allow to visually evalu-
ate the overall stability (see companion video).

A yearly, small multiples view of communities is helpful to vi-
sualize periodicity patterns (often linked to repeated yearly events
such as sport competitions). Drag and dropping a community from
year y to year y′ directly show whether most members of a commu-
nity keep together or on conversely splatters around and dissolves.

Conclusion With expert users at INA, we are in the process
of collecting user feedback, validating the tasks–visual encod-
ings/interaction coupling and running story telling sessions.
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